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AIML 
CAPABILITIES
Artificial intelligence (AI) is changing every aspect of our 
lives. The core capability of AI is to learn the patterns that 
exist in large datasets – hence the term machine learning.  
AI has been used to create computers that can see, and 
those that understand human language.

AI can create, mimic, detect fraud, target 
advertising to the right audience, and more. 
Those jurisdictions that have their own 
capabilities will be most able to harness the best 
from this powerful technology. 

AIML consistently wins international 
competitions for excellence in tailoring AI to 
address specific tasks, often in completely new 
areas of application and with short lead times 
for team building and technology development.  

AIML expertise lies across many  
areas of applied AI, including: 
1.  Computer Vision for object counting; 

extracting information from images and 
videos, tracking and detecting anomalies; 
or identifying objects.

2.   Robotic Vision has a focus on the camera 
as a sensor for a robot, so is usually 
interested in real-time, creating “situation 
awareness” so that a robot can suitably 
respond. We have particular capability in 
visual SLAM, visual geometry and real-
time semantic scene understanding.

3.  Natural Language Processing/ 
Understanding Language to extract 
useful information from documents 
and datasets, to sort, order and analyse 
information for patterns, or for chat bots.

4.  Visual Question Answering, where 
computers are queried with open-ended 
questions about images. These questions 
require an understanding of vision, 
language and common-sense knowledge to 
answer.

5.  Advanced Learning and Reasoning  
to extract meaningful insights from big 
data, to make AI systems explainable  
and to push machine learning beyond 
today’s capabilities.

6.  Signal Processing to interpret complex 
signals such as audio and radar, and to 
review medical images and more.

7.  Reinforcement Learning, where a 
machine learning model is trained to make 
a sequence of decisions. The AI  
faces a game-like situation and learns 
through trial and error to find a solution to 
the problem. This is the type of software 
that was applied for a computer to beat a 
human at games such as checkers, Go and 
more recently Fortnite. 

8.  Deep Learning imitates the working  
of the human brain in processing  
data and creating patterns for use in 
decision making. It is applied in virtual  
assistants, vision for driverless cars  
and in face recognition.

9.  Generative Adversarial Networks 
involves using machine learning to create 
a new instance of a particular input (e.g. 
image, audio, video). For example, based 
on a series of text the machine will generate 
an image or a piece of art.

10.  Causation and Probabilistic Graphical 
Models is a rich framework for learning the 
relationships in a system or asking causal 
and interventional questions. For instance, 
we can ask what are the best times of the 
year for irrigation or intervening with 
fertilisers to maximise yield in a farm.

The Australian Institute for 
Machine Learning (AIML) is a 
global leader in fundamental 
and applied research, and  
Australia’s first university-
based research institute 
dedicated to machine learning. 

A joint initiative of the South Australian 
Government and the University of Adelaide, 
AIML was launched early in 2018.

With more than 140 members, AIML is the 
largest University-based research group in 
machine learning in Australia and one of the best 
in the world. 

Built on the success of its predecessor the 
Australian Centre for Visual Technologies, AIML 
has taken high-impact applied research to very 
high levels of achievement. Over the last decade, 
the Institute has consistently ranked third in the 
world for publications in the top computer vision 
sites globally. 

AIML makes an important national and 
international contribution to pushing the 
boundaries of what machine learning can do, and 
how that can be applied to almost every aspect of 
our lives.

Machine learning underpins the business 
models of the largest corporations and has the 
potential to deliver great social, economic and 
environmental benefits. 

At AIML we collaborate with world-leading 
companies to develop high-tech products and 
solutions to everyday problems. Our impact 
partners include experts in many fields including 
agriculture, space, medicine, transport, defence, 
cybersecurity and advanced manufacturing.

ABOUT THE 
INSTITUTE 
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Despite many challenges presented by the 
year 2020, exciting developments in artificial 
intelligence and machine learning capability 
offered a view to the future.

WELCOME The University of Adelaide's Australian 
Institute for Machine Learning (AIML) 
is a prominent member of the world’s 
machine learning research and development 
landscape. In 2020, the University ranked in 
the global top three research organisations 
for computer vision research, and AIML 
cemented its capability in machine learning 
for space, agriculture, geology, medical 
health, business innovation and more. 

In the third year of its establishment, AIML 
members again displayed remarkable 
resilience and high attainment in both 
academic and applied capabilities. 
Researchers and students delivered 
numerous publications and virtual 
presentations in leading journals and 
professional conferences.

AIML staff continued to work closely with 
government and private sector partners 
and collaborators, cementing the Institute’s 
reputation as a founding and vital member 
of the Lot Fourteen innovation precinct in 
South Australia. 

Professor Simon Lucey joined Professor 
Anton van den Hengel as Co-Director of 
AIML in 2020, strengthening the Institute’s 
standing as an agile participant working 
effectively across fundamental research and 
applied capabilities in machine learning 
and robotic vision. Also in 2020, the 
Federal Government allocated $20 million 
to establish a new Centre for Augmented 
Reasoning (CAR) at AIML, aimed at 
developing the high-calibre expertise 
the nation needs in order to be an active 

participant in the machine-learning-enabled 
global economy. 

AIML’s achievements in just a few short 
years have been remarkable, and I encourage 
you to continue to watch this space as the 
pace of development in machine learning 
continues to build and deliver remarkable 
capabilities for South Australia and our 
nation into the future. 

Please enjoy AIML’s 2020 Annual Report. 

Professor Anton Middelberg  
Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Vice-President 
(Research)

Professor Anton Middleberg
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As an exemplar model of deep partnership between the University 
of Adelaide, South Australian Government and Lockheed Martin, AIML 
demonstrates the power of universities, governments and industry 
for unlocking the potential of collective know-how and vision.

Being based at Adelaide’s Lot Fourteen 
puts AIML in a prime position to attract 
the smartest minds through its doors – not 
just those originating in South Australia, 
but also those from across Australia and 
the world. The Institute is a key, active 
component of the State Government’s 
strategy for increasing innovation and high 
tech employment in South Australia. AIML 
is a key attractor of innovative, high tech 
companies and organisations onto the Lot 
Fourteen site.

Our researchers and staff secure new funding 
from traditional grant agencies and industry 
collaborators, and deliver project outcomes for  
diverse, innovative and future-focussed clients.

Helping South Australian  
companies thrive
After three years of operation, numerous 
benefits that stem from AIML’s capabilities 
are now emerging. Through our partnership 
program, AIML has been working with 
State Government agencies to improve the 
efficiency and quality of public services 
in South Australia. This program is also 
designed to stimulate investment by SA 
companies in machine learning to create 
world-class products. Many companies are 
now making the leap into adopting machine 
learning for commercial benefit, including 
in the banking sector, for renewable energy 
and in creating PR opportunities for sports 
stars and celebrities. 

AIML is attracting international 
companies and organisations into SA. 
We partner with Lockheed Martin, 
we have signed MoUs to develop joint 
opportunities with MIT and with Carnegie 
Mellon University and we are working 
with the University of South Australia 
and the South Australian Government to 
develop a Living Labs program in SA. 

Fresh collaborations and projects
The Institute has driven and contributed 
resources to some major national funding 
programs, including:

• The Smarter Regions CRC, which aims 
to ensure that regional Australia benefits 
from the power of artificial intelligence. 
Professor Javen Shi from our team is doing 
a fantastic job in attracting industry interest 
and recruiting other university partners.

• The NHMRC Centre of Research Excellence 
in Healthy Housing, which aims to reduce 
the risk to human health from poorly 
designed housing. AIML is a core partner. 

• The NHMRC Centre of Research 
Excellence Program and the Medical 
Research Future Fund, thanks to Dr Johan 
Verjans and Professor Gustavo Carneiro 
facilitating connections and identifying 
opportunities for collaboration.

Our leaders and high achievers 
Professor Simon Lucey joined Professor 
Anton Van Den Hengel as Co-Director in 
October 2020. Attracted from Pittsburgh, 
USA where he was Associate Professor at 
Carnegie Mellon University’s Robotics 
Institute and Principal Scientist at Argo 
AI, a company that builds technology for 
self-driving cars, Professor Lucey embodies 
the new model for academics in AI where 

they hold positions in industry and academia 
at the same time. This model has become 
standard in the US and Europe, because 
both industry and academia benefit.

Professor Anton van den Hengel was 
named as a 2020 Fellow of the Academy of 
Technology and Engineering (ATSE) in an 
online ceremony. ATSE appoints fellows 
each year, selected from a competitive 
application process to recognise Australia’s 
leaders in science, technology and 
engineering. 

Professor van den Hengel also commenced 
in the role of Director of Applied Science 
at Amazon in 2020. He leads a Machine 
Learning research group based in Adelaide, 
working on Visual Question Answering, 
Conversational Agents, and general 
Computer Vision.

Professor Anton Middelberg, Deputy 
Vice-Chancellor and Vice-President 
(Research) stepped down as Chair of the 
AIML Advisory Board, a position he held 
since his appointment into the position in 
October 2019. AIML welcomed his nominee 
Professor Richard Hillis, Pro Vice-Chancellor 
(Research Performance) into this important 
role.

AIML marked the retirement of AIML 
Professor Wojciech Chojnacki in 2020. 
Wojciech started his association with 
Computer Science in 1991, joining the 
University of Adelaide as a grant funded 
researcher working with Professor Michael 
Brooks. Professor Wojciech Chojnacki has 
been awarded an Adjunct Professorship at 
the University of Adelaide and we know that 
Wojciech will not be a stranger at AIML.

Pursuing our vision to be global leaders in machine learning 
research and high impact research translation remains 
paramount. 

As an exemplar model of deep partnership between the 
University of Adelaide, State Government of SA and 
Lockheed Martin, the Institute demonstrates the power of 
universities, governments and industry for unlocking the 
potential of collective know-how and vision.

Being based at Adelaide’s Lot Fourteen puts AIML in a 
prime position to attract the smartest minds through its 
doors – not just those originating in South Australia, but also 
those from across Australia and the world. The Institute is a 
key, active component of the State Government’s strategy for 
increasing innovation and high tech employment in South 
Australia. AIML is a key attractor of innovative, high tech 
companies and organisations onto the Lot Fourteen site.

2020 OVERVIEWAT AIML WE CONTINUE TO 
BUILD OUR REPUTATION AS 
A GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
PLAYING A VITAL ROLE 
AT THE CENTRE OF AN 
AUSTRALIA-WIDE MACHINE 
LEARNING NETWORK. 

PURSUING OUR VISION 
TO BE GLOBAL LEADERS 
IN MACHINE LEARNING 
RESEARCH AND HIGH 
IMPACT RESEARCH 
TRANSLATION REMAINS 
PARAMOUNT.

L to R: Professor Richard Hillis, Professor Anton van den Hengel, Professor Simon Lucey 
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Academic excellence
Our world-class researchers continued 
to excel academically in 2020. AIML’s 
members produced approximately 140 
publications over the year, with many 
noteworthy advances and other career 
recognition worth noting. 

Professor Chunhua Shen was listed in 
the top 5 researchers for Engineering 
and Computer Sciences as part of 
The Australian's Lifetime Achievers 
Leaderboard. This is an exceptional 
achievement and shows the consistent high 
quality of Professor Shen's research.

South Australian team DeepSightX led 
by Professor Javen Shi developed new 
interpretive maps revealing undiscovered 
mineral deposits deep underground 
in remote South Australia. The team 
combined newly released government 
magnetic and gravity data with deep 
neural network AI analysis to generate the 
approach, receiving a merit award in the 
ExploreSA: The Gawler Challenge. With 
tough competition against more than 2,200 
data scientists and geologists from over 100 
countries, this is a global award targeting 

innovation to identify valuable new mineral 
deposits in South Australia’s Gawler region. 

AIML had 23 publications accepted in 
the Conference on Computer Vision 
and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) 2020 
conference, an increase of more than 50% 
from previous years. These numbers are 
comparable to those of institutions orders 
of magnitude larger, and are an incredible 
result when considering the relative age of 
AIML. With Apple, Google and Amazon 
being among the sponsors, the annual 
conference is touted as the most revered 
event for computer vision research. It's said 
that getting just one paper accepted here 
is a career highlight, a claim backed up by 
the submission and acceptance statistics. To 
have had 23 papers accepted to CVPR is 
an incredible result, and again puts AIML 
amongst the world’s best research groups 
in this very competitive field. CVPR is the 
highest ranked venue in Computer Vision, 
and the second highest in all of Engineering 
and Computer Science. AIML member 
Dr Qi Wu, an ARC DECRA fellow at the 
University of Adelaide School of Computer 
Science, had six publications accepted  
this year.

Professor Mark Jenkinson, Professor 
of Neuroimaging was named a Chief 
Investigator on the $1.9 million grant 
from the Federal Government’s Medical 
Research Future Fund (MRFF) for 
research into the links between Traumatic 
Brain Injury (TBI) and the development 
of neurodegenerative diseases, such as 
Parkinson's and Alzheimer's.

Professor Tat-Jun Chin, AIML's Director 
for Machine Learning for Space, is one 
of the first appointments to oversee a 
$20 million investment to develop next 
generation space technologies through the 
SmartSat Collaborative Research Centre. 
Professor Chin joined fellow world-leading 
researchers Professor Christopher Fluke 
and Professor Jill Slay from Swinburne 
University and University of South 
Australia respectively, with another six 
professorial chairs yet to be announced. 

New Centre for Augmented Reasoning
Australia’s position as a world leader in 
artificial intelligence (AI) and machine 
learning will be further boosted thanks to 
$20 million announced in the 2020-21 
Federal Budget towards a new national 

centre, based at the University of Adelaide. 
The Centre for Augmented Reasoning 
is an investment by the Department of 
Education, Skills and Employment in 
people and research to make computers 
better at interacting with humans, so that all 
technology is easier and safer to use.

AI and machine learning is one of the 
fastest moving research sectors in academia, 
and this investment will strengthen 
AIML’s reputation as one of the world's 
best institutions in this field. Starting in 
2021, the Centre will support Advanced 
Reasoning research through grants and PhD 
scholarships, facilitate innovation and rapid 
commercialisation, and increase AI literacy 
and engagement in Australia. 

High-level collaboration and 
engagement
2020 was both a challenging and rewarding 
year for collaboration and engagement, 
and AIML’s researchers presented at many 
public events. 

In March the inaugural Art Intelligence 
Hackathon was held at AIML, part of a new 
initiative with the University’s Sia Furler 
Institute. Award-winning NYC avant-garde 
artist and creative pioneer, Laurie Anderson, 
was the inaugural artist-in-residence at Art 
Intelligence. Following her week-long visit to 
Adelaide in March 2020, Laurie Anderson 
collaborated with AIML scientists on a lyric 
and prose generator fine-tuned on the work 
of Laurie Anderson and Lou Reed, and on 
an app for Norse myth and Bible mixing.

After an energetic start many activities 
were curtailed due to restrictions after the 
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
AIML staff quickly adapted to working and 
collaborating online, and events resumed 
once restrictions lifted. 

Dr Paul Dalby, Business Development 
Manager at AIML, was one of five 
Australians selected to represent the nation 
in the new multilateral Global Partnership on 
Artificial Intelligence (GPAI). In June, The 
Hon Karen Andrews MP announced that 
Australia would be a founding member of 
the GPAI, formed to guide the development 
of AI such that privacy and human rights 
are preserved while also capitalising on the 
economic potential of the technology. Two 
centres have been created, one focusing on 
data governance and the future of work, 
and the other focusing on responsible AI, 
innovation and commercialisation. Dr Dalby 
is one of 30 experts from 17 countries on the 
data governance working group. 

2021 and beyond
Looking forwards, the Institute will continue 
to build its research capabilities, and ensure 
that SA is able to capture the benefits of 
a world-class research group in AI and 
machine learning. 

AIML has commenced development of the 
strategy for AIML2.0 to guide evolution of 
our future direction and focus. To that end, 
we welcome developing new relationships 
with international technology companies. 

We acknowledge the Department for Premier 
and Cabinet, Department for Innovation 
and Skills, and Department for Trade and 
Investment for their enthusiastic support 
and promotion and our State Government 
agency project partners Department for 
Infrastructure and Transport, Department 
for Energy and Mining, and Department for 
Primary Industries and Regions (PIRSA). 
We also acknowledge the fantastic support of 
the Vice-Chancellor and senior management 
of the University of Adelaide.

We are continually thankful to the AIML’s 
Advisory Board, Project Review Committee, 
Early and Mid-Career Researchers’ 
Committee, professional services team, and 
our highly-valued members for their hard 
work and perseverance. 

Professor Richard Hillis 
Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research Performance) 
Chair of the Advisory Board

Professor Anton van den Hengel 
Co-Director, Australian Institute of  
Machine Learning

Professor Simon Lucey 
Co-Director, Australian Institute of  
Machine Learning

“ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IS 
CHANGING THE WORLD RIGHT 
NOW, AND IT IS IMPORTANT 
THAT AUSTRALIA HAS A VOICE 
AT THE TABLE TO ENSURE 
THAT AI IS USED TO CREATE A 
WORLD THAT IS CONSISTENT 
WITH AUSTRALIAN VALUES  
AND ASPIRATIONS.” 
DR PAUL DALBY
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AIML is a collaborative partnership 
between government and academia, 
established with the purpose of driving our 
state’s economic growth and delivering 
more jobs across a range of sectors. 

With the support of the South Australian 
Government, AIML has grown into a 
state-of-the-art research institute with over 
140 members. AIML is recognised as one 
of the best Machine Learning research 
groups in the world and is currently 
ranked number 3 globally in Computer 
Vision research output across leading 
Computer Science publications over the 
last ten years (CSRankings). 

AIML was an experiment in forming a partnership 
between state government and a university to 
support the transition of South Australia to a more 
modern economy, deliver skills and education 
in a strategically important area of technological 
advancement and grow a brand presence in a 
particular capability in South Australia that was 
previously not readily apparent.

The experiment has worked in attracting jobs to 
SA, in supporting SA companies and government 
agencies to innovate, and by establishing some 
landmark new training and education options for 
South Australians. In addition, South Australia has 
developed a brand for being a centre for machine 
learning know-how and innovation, attracting 
both Federal Government and other funding for 
research (over $38M) and global businesses to  
base themselves here.

PARTNERSHIP WITH 
THE GOVERNMENT OF 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

The Australian Institute for Machine Learning (AIML) 
is a partnership between the University of Adelaide 
and the Government of South Australia. 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS AGAINST THE PARTNERSHIP OBJECTIVES

 Establishment of a new 
Major in AI within the 
Bachelor of Computer 
Science program, or 

a new Master of Data 
Science program (or 

equivalent)

Attraction of at least 
two international 

organisations' research 
and development 
projects to AIML

Leverage investment 
of at least $10m from 
Commonwealth and 

industry sources

Delivery of at least 
three South Australian 
Government AI related 
projects that result in 

demonstatble benefits in  
productivity, efficiency 
and/or service delivery

An additional 20 FTE 
in staff and students 

within AIML,  
over the term of  
the agreement

Adoption of AIML 
technology, intellectual 
property or know-how 

into at least five defence 
industry projects, 

products or services

Collaborate with South 
Australian SME's to 

develop at least five new 
products or services

Adoption of AIML 
technology, intellectual 
property or know-how 
into at least five other 

industry projects, 
products or services

02 
AI 

MASTERS COURSES 
IN DATA SCIENCE 
AND MACHINE 
LEARNING

MAJOR FOR  
BSC(COMP)

>$38M 
IN COMMONWEALTH AND  

INDUSTRY FUNDING, 2018-2020

04 
PROJECTS WITH DIT,  

PIRSA AND DEM

04 
INTERNATIONAL R&D  

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS

+60 
MEMBERS - 

80 IN 2017 TO 140 IN 2021

10 
DEFENCE PROJECTS, COMPLETED  

AND IN PROGRESS

09 
NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES  

IN DEVELOPMENT

11 
SME PROJECTS, COMPLETED  

AND IN PROGRESS

THE PARTNERSHIP COMPRISES  
FOUR PROGRAMS

1. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Developing a workforce with the appropriate skills is critical if South 
Australia is to grow an AI industry sector. This program supports 
undergraduate students making the transition to post-graduate programs, 
and the attraction and maintenance of high-quality PhD students.

2. DEFENCE INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT

Supports AIML's collaborative research partnerships with defence 
industry partners by allocating 27,000 research hours to address the 
priority needs of the defence industry and contribute to necessary 
industrial capabilities.

3. GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY ENGAGEMENT

AIML is liaising with relevant Government Agencies to identify 
priority projects for adoption of AI into Government processes. 
Research hours are being used to deliver projects that provide 
solutions to government, improving productivity and efficiency and 
service delivery to South Australian citizens.

4. SME ENGAGEMENT AND GLOBAL R&D

AIML is actively engaging and working with South Australian SME's 
that wish to integrate and adopt machine learning and AI to drive 
transformational productivity growth in their business to improve 
their local and global competitiveness.

From left: The Honourable Steven Marshall MP 
Premier of South Australia, Professor Anton van den 
Hengel, Professor Mike Brooks
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GOVERNANCE
The core of machine learning is the development of systems that are able to learn 
by example. This is important for a range of tasks, and particularly for those that 
humans have difficulty in specifying algorithmically.

Our focus at AIML is to develop fundamental new methods and technologies in 
machine learning. Research at AIML can be broken down into six major themes.

RESEARCH THEMES

RESEARCH PROGRAM  
& THEME LEADERS
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Vision and Language Methods
Enabling natural language 
interactions with systems that  
exploit visual information.

Dr Qi Wu

Robotic Vision
Enabling machines that see.

Professor Ian Reid

Advanced Reasoning  
and Learning
Enabling higher-level analysis 
and ongoing learning in machine 
learning methods.

Professor Javen Shi

Medical Machine Learning
Applying machine learning  
methods to problems in Health  
and Medicine.

Professor Gustavo Carneiro

 Machine Learning Theory
 Advancing the mathematical 
fundamentals of the field.

Professor Chunhua Shen

Trusted Autonomous Systems
Developing machines that cooperate 
actively with humans.

Professor Anton van den Hengel

ADVISORY BOARD

Professor Anton Middelberg

Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
and Vice-President 
(Research), Board Chair 
(Jan-Jul)

Ms Lusia Guthrie

Independent Business 
Consultant; Chair, 
BioMelbourne Network; 
Chair, Medicines 
Manufacturing Innovation 
Centre

Professor Simon Lucey

Co-Director AIML

Mr Adam Reid

Chief Executive, 
Department for 
Innovation and Skills

Professor Anton van  
den Hengel

Co-Director AIML

Dr Tony Lindsay

Director, STELaRLab, 
Lockheed Martin Australia 
(Science, Technology, 
Engineering Leadership 
and Research Laboratory)

Professor Richard Hillis

Pro Vice-Chancellor 
(Research Performance),  
Board Chair (Aug-Dec)

Professor Katrina Falkner

Executive Dean, Faculty 
of Engineering, Computer 
and Mathematical 
Sciences

EARLY CAREER 
RESEARCH COMMITTEE

PROJECT REVIEW 
COMMITTEE

Mr Anthony Manchin (Chair)
Mr Adrian Orenstein
Mr Dung Ahn Doan 
Dr Huangying Zhan
Mr James Paul Bockman
Mr Mahdi Kazemi Moghaddam
Dr Rafael Felix Alves
Dr Tong He
Mr Thomas Martin Walker
Ms Violetta Shevchenko
Mr Yang Zao

Dr Paul Dalby (Chair)
Business Development Manager, AIML

Dr Andrew Dunbar
Executive Director, Innovation and Science, 
Department for Innovation and Skills.

Mr Kim Scott
Managing Director, TAO Consulting 
Chair, Australian Cyber Collaboration Centre



Whether on our phones or in different types of 
vehicles, devices we use are getting better at 
identifying objects in images – for example: a dog 
versus a cat versus a person.  

The preferred approach for achieving this capability is known 
as instance segmentation. 

In 2020 the Machine Learning Theory group at AIML made 
significant advances in instance segmentation capability. 
Their new method is more accurate and faster than the 
previous industry standard and is now being used by many 
organisations in academia and industry. 

Instance segmentation is a challenging computer vision task 
that requires prediction of the existence of things (object 
detection) plus grouping of pixels in an image according to 
which object they belong (semantic segmentation). 

“Instance segmentation is a fundamental vision task that has 
a wide range of downstream applications,” says Professor 
Chunhua Shen.

“In 2020, we developed a series of instance segmentation 
methods that achieve state-of-the-art performance in terms 
of accuracy and speed.” 

“Our newly developed method largely simplifies previous 
best methods, which are complex in design, making it 
significantly more flexible and friendlier to end users,”  
Shen says.   

Shen said his group’s new approach simplified the pipeline 
of the instance segmentation algorithm and also achieved 
greater accuracy. 

“These methods are open sourced in the toolbox AdelaiDet 
hosted at GitHub, and are now used by many organisations 
both in academia and industry,” says Shen. 

The previous industry standard for instance segmentation 
was published by Facebook in 2017.

A NEW INDUSTRY 
STANDARD
Professor Chunhua Shen 
Director, Machine Learning Theory

CASE STUDY 
MACHINE 
LEARNING 
THEORY

THEME LEADER  
Professor Chunhua Shen 

MACHINE LEARNING THEORY
How machine learning actually happens

Machine learning is a form of artificial intelligence that 
enables computers and machines to learn autonomously 
complex tasks without being overtly programmed. Machine 
learning theory focuses in particular on the relevant 
mathematical and computation processes, helping computer 
scientists tease apart and gain in-depth understanding of how 
learning takes place. In turn, this facilitates the design of new, 
more efficient and reliable approaches for machine learning, 
and leads to applications that are useful in the real world. 
For example, theoretical research into computer vision helps 
researchers create new algorithms for digital photography 
and driverless car cameras. 

Research strengths at AIML 

A particular strength of researchers at AIML is our ability 
to teach computers through machine learning using multi-
modality, weakly labelled, and/or imperfect data. Our 
scientists are making major contributions in: 

• Computer vision, including tasks such as object detection, 
semantic segmentation, instance segmentation and 
monocular depth estimation 

• Deep learning, by advancing the mathematical tools  
that underpin the training of computers to perform  
human-like tasks

• Systems optimisation, through development of the theory, 
algorithms and tools

• Robust statistics, by developing procedures to analyse 
data to make sure that information from machines remains 
informative and efficient

• Learning with multi-modality data such as images, video, 
text, 3D point clouds. 
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THEME LEADER  
Professor Ian Reid 

ROBOTIC VISION
Machines that can see 

Robotic vision refers to a range of technologies that work 
together to give machines the ability to understand the physical 
world through “seeing”. The capability comes from applying 
camera hardware with computer algorithms to enable a robot or 
vehicle to process visual information. As technologies improve, 
robots, drones and autonomous vehicles gain greater operating 
capabilities without direct supervision by humans and without 
reliance on satellite information. 

Research strengths at AIML 

Researchers in the Robotic Vision theme work independently on 
a range of capabilities and also collaborate with other national 
institutions. AIML was a founding partner of the recently 
completed Australian Centre for Robotic Vision, which ran until 
April 2021. 

Visual simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) 
research is a core strength at AIML. This approach relies on 3D 
vision cameras to determine the position and orientation of the 
vehicle, and to map the unknown surrounding environment. We 
apply geometry, robust statistics and deep learning techniques to 
improve the reliability of SLAM. 

Semantics focuses on extracting meaning from data. In 
semantic vision research we aim to understand not only what 
objects are present in an image, but also the relationship 
between those objects. Applications for semantic vision include 
autonomous driving, medical imaging analysis, industrial 
inspection, classification of terrain from satellite imagery and 
data management. 

Humans and robots can only collaborate if they can reach 
mutually understood objectives, so a flexible means of 
communication must be established. Vision and language 
research focuses on the link between imagery and language, 
enabling automatic generation of language descriptions of 
scenes, and allowing a robot to respond to natural language 
queries about what it sees, or to understand and conduct a 
complex task conveyed by language. Vision-language navigation 
and so-called “embodied question answering” – in which a robot 
must make an action plan such as moving to a particular location 
to answer a question – are closely related to vision and language, 
and build on the semantic and geometric understanding the 
robot can acquire. 

Human vision allows us to move through the world 
and gather constant feedback about our location. 
For example, we watch the trees whizz by as 
we leave home and cycle down the street, and 
experience our workplace grow larger and larger 
as we approach it.  

New AIML research published in 2020 is helping robots take 
one step closer to having similar capacity. The paper focuses 
in particular on a capability know as visual odometry, which 
uses images captured by a robot to determine where in an 
environment that robot is located. 

“Vastly improving existing approaches, AIML PhD student 
Huangying Zhan produced state-of-the-art visual odometry 
using just one camera,” says Professor Ian Reid.

“He achieved this by taking a fresh look at visual odometry, 
and pulling in deep learning and engineering to work 
alongside the geometric algorithms that had typically been 
used for basic capability.” 

“There are also elements of self-supervision and self-
improvement in the new approach, where imagery is fed back 
into system so that it gets better over time,” Reid explains. 

Zhan’s solution for visual odometry has been integrated 
with other capability for state-of-the-art large scale place 
recognition developed by AIML staff Dzung Doan, Dr Yasir 
Latif and Professor Tat-Jun Chin. The combined system is 
now published as open-source code, available for anyone to 
use. 

For robots and autonomous vehicles, the real value of 
accurate and efficient capability in visual odometry is realised 
when it’s combined with place recognition technology. 

“When you move, odometry tells you about your location 
relative to where you started,” Reid says. 

“When we combine this with images that pinpoint a robot to 
a recognised location, then it’s really getting closer to human 
vision.” 

As visual odometry capability continues to improve, robots 
will get better and better at operating in hostile and remote 
environments – for example, in places where GPS does not 
work, such as on Mars, underground or in contested spaces.

A FRESH TAKE ON 
ROBOTIC VISION
PhD candidate Huangying Zhan  
with Professor Ian Reid 

CASE STUDY 
ROBOTIC 
VISION
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CASE STUDY 
VISION AND 
LANGUAGE

“Siri, play Queen’s Bohemian Rhapsody!” 

Right now, we can use voice commands to instruct our 
digital device to play a particular song, or dial the phone 
number of our best friend. 

But computer scientists want to be able to ask technology 
more complex questions – ones that involve some degree 
of reasoning. Queries like: “what is the brand of that 
computer?” or “according to this street sign, how many 
kilometres is Adelaide from Melbourne?” 

It’s an approach called Visual Question Answering, often 
shortened to VQA. 

AIML’s Dr Qi Wu and his local and international colleagues 
made significant inroads on VQA capability in 2020. 

Wu’s work was awarded first prize in the global 2020 
CVPR TextVQA Challenge. CVPR is an acronym for 
Computer Vision Pattern Recognition, one of the leading 
conferences in the field. 

“The CVPR TextVQA Challenge requires computer 
models to look at images, to read and to reason,” explains 
Dr Qi Wu. 

“The challenge provided a series of images and 
questions, and we applied our trained system to provide 
the answers.” 

In 2020, 19 international teams competed in the 
TextVQA Challenge, with Wu’s team taking first prize 
with a test accuracy of 45.5%.

Wu says there are a number of reasons he chooses to 
compete in computer science competitions. 

“Challenges help us test our work and benchmark our 
capabilities against other research groups,” Wu says. 

“It’s like the Olympic Games for our area of expertise.” 

Wu also sees value in the fact that challenges take place 
with a limited time frame. 

“Compared to publishing research papers, competitions 
feel more like a test in the real world – this provides good 
practice for students, and is a good way to help others see 
the quality of our work,” he says. 

Better VQA capability is expected to lead to 
improvements in robot and other vehicular vision 
systems. It may also provide technology to aid humans; 
for example, for people who are visually impaired.  

FIRST PRIZE IN  
GLOBAL COMPUTER  
VISION CHALLENGE 
Dr Qi Wu Director of Vision and  
Language Methods

THEME LEADER  
Dr Qi Wu 

VISION AND  
LANGUAGE METHODS 
Putting vision and language together

Vision and language methods research brings together 
technologies that understand human spoken and written 
languages (also referred to as natural language) and 
vision (in the form of images or video). The goal is to be 
able to use words and pictures to interact with and direct 
digital devices. In visual question and answering, for 
example, an algorithm is designed to respond to queries.  

• Q: What colour is the T-shirt in this picture?  
A: The T-shirt is red. 

• Q: How many grey books are on my shelf?  
A: There are 7 grey books. 

AIML works with many partners to develop vision and 
language capability, and collaborates with Australian and 
international colleagues. 

Research strengths at AIML

Vision and Language Navigation (VLN) is a key focus 
for researchers at AIML. The challenge here is to give 
natural language directions that are followed accurately 
by a device. For example, directing a robot: “go down 
the corridor, open the second door on the left, pick up 
the yellow document on the desk, and bring it back to 
me.”  The algorithm operating the robot must be able to 
comprehend the instructions, “see” and understand the 
environment, and then act. 

Sophisticated Visual Question Answering (VQA)  
research at AIML involves taking existing capability 
(simple question, one answer) and creating new 
functionality. For example, visual dialogue, where 
algorithms can conduct back-and-forth dialogue about 
the content in an image. 

Image captioning research involves increasing the 
accuracy and efficiency of algorithms that use natural 
language to describe visual information. AIML 
researchers achieve significant developments in this 
field through treating the problem not just as a machine 
learning task, but as a challenge that involves high level 
reasoning. 

Text Visual Question Answering. To answer questions in these images, the model needs to understand 
the texts that appeared in the image and the given questions.
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AIML’s Professor Anton van den Hengel and 
colleagues  are part of a global drive to apply deep 
learning to tackle the problem of glaucoma – one of 
the leading causes of irreversible but preventable 
blindness in working age populations.

In 2020 they published a research paper detailing the 
development of diagnostics stemming from the Retinal Fundus 
Glaucoma Challenge (REFUGE). Teams competing in the 
challenge worked with a data set of 1200 images of the fundus, 
which is the interior surface of the back of the eye. 

“Glaucoma results from gradual damage to the optic nerve, 
which is visible in images of the fundus,” says van den Hengel.

“In this challenge, we used the images of the fundus to train 
a deep learning system to pick up physical changes associated 
with that damage.” 

Many people who have early-stage glaucoma remain 
undiagnosed due to the lack of an effective screening tool. 
Unfortunately, their vision may be permanently diminished by 
the time they do show up in a doctor’s clinic.  

“Automated diagnostics that can pick up glaucoma early and 
with high cost-effectiveness are urgently needed,” van den 
Hengel says. 

“We hope this sort of technology will soon offer a glaucoma 
screening tool that can be used in GP clinics and in remote 
field settings to ensure that nobody with early-stage glaucoma 
is missed.” 

Early-stage glaucoma can be treated to prevent permanent 
damage to the optic nerve. 

Images of the retina can also be used to detect a wide range 
of diseases that affect the rest of the body, such as diabetes 
and heart disease.  Using machine learning to diagnose these 
diseases cheaply, and without complex equipment, has the 
potential to dramatically improve the health of remote and 
third-world communities.

GLOBAL PUSH FOR 
SCREENING TOOL TO 
PREVENT BLINDNESS
Professor Anton van den Hengel

CASE STUDY 
TRUSTED 
AUTONOMOUS 
SYSTEMS 

THEME LEADER  
Professor Anton Van Den Hengel 

TRUSTED AUTONOMOUS 
SYSTEMS
Machines that work cooperatively with humans

The goal of the trusted autonomous systems program is to 
develop machine learning methods able to collaborate with 
humans at a high level; such systems would work alongside 
humans, helping us achieve our goals without explicit instruction 
on how to do so. They may communicate, cooperate and 
negotiate with us or other autonomous systems to achieve 
complex goals that change rapidly.  Trusted autonomous systems 
might thus enable robots to operate our homes, allow cars to 
understand natural language, and respond to rain by telling your 
garden irrigation system to stop.

As the application of autonomous systems becomes more 
widespread across industries including health, education and 
finance, it’s important we create systems that are useful, reliable, 
transparent and accepted by our communities.

Research strengths at AIML

At AIML, our theoretical and practical research focuses on 
developing autonomous systems that are capable of:

• providing transparent and explainable decisions

• intelligently controlling vehicles

• asking questions when uncertain about decisions or the 
surrounding environment

• understanding their interactions with the world

• applying reasoning to their surrounds.
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MEDICAL MACHINE LEARNING 
Improving patient diagnosis, prognosis and care

Medical machine learning is a specialty field that sits at the 
intersection of statistics, computer science and medicine. The 
field uses thousands to millions of data points to develop new 
algorithms and statistical models that can interpret medical 
information to improve patient diagnosis, prognosis and care.  
In the near future, some medical machine learning algorithms  
are likely to be able to analyse an image or a complex medical 
dataset as well as humans. Performance even better than a 
human may occur when multiple sources of information or 
specific patterns in health information can be incorporated into 
the system. Also, artificial intelligence may soon be involved 
in patient follow-up care, providing meaningful and bespoke 
information to improve wellbeing. 

Research strengths at AIML

AIML conducts fundamental and applied research in medical 
machine learning, and partners with world-leading medical 
researchers and institutions to create solutions for patients, 
medical specialists and healthcare systems. 

Our work focuses on the following speciality areas:

• applying machine learning to cardiology, cancer (colorectal 
and breast cancer), obstetrics and gynaecology, orthopaedics 
(arthroscopy, hip replacement), neurology (transient ischaemic 
attack, stroke, vascular dementia), and public health

• improving clinician certainty through machine learning 
methods to provide a ‘second opinion’

• increasing patient awareness and experience through improving 
accessibility to approachable and bespoke information.

CASE STUDY 
MEDICAL 
MACHINE 
LEARNING

At least 70,000 knee arthroscopies are performed every year 
in Australia. It’s a delicate surgery, in which orthopaedic 
surgeons insert instruments through button-sized holes to 
visualise, diagnose and treat problems inside the joint.

Along with colleagues, Professor Carneiro has developed a new system to 
help surgeons find their way around inside knees. 

In 2020 they published their latest findings as part of the 23rd International 
Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted 
Intervention. 

“Even though it’s a small space, sometimes surgeons find themselves 
lost inside the knee joint when they’re doing arthroscopic surgery,” says 
Professor Carneiro. 

“They’re constantly having to work out where their instruments are located 
in relation to key structures such as bones and ligaments, plus trying to 
avoid doing any damage.”

“Our research aims to provide feedback to the surgeon through live labelling 
and depth estimation of the knee structure using a stereo arthroscopic 
camera,” says Professor Carneiro.

The machine learning approaches being used are semantic segmentation 
and depth estimation. An algorithm is trained to estimate the depth and 
recognise key structures in the knee such as the femur and tibia bones, the 
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and the meniscus (a rubbery structure 
that acts like a shock absorber in the knee). 

“We used more than 8000 images to train our system, with information 
provided regarding the names of key structures and also depth 
measurements,” says Professor Carneiro. 

“We found this method was much more accurate than a previous, simpler 
approach to the problem.”

HELPING SURGEONS 
NAVIGATE KNEES
Professor Gustavo Carneiro

THEME LEADER  
Professor Gustavo  
Carneiro 
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CASE STUDY 
ADVANCED 
REASONING 
AND LEARNING

Part of the Fuel and Fire Risk 
collaborative team with CSIRO and 
the University of the Sunshine Coast 
(USC), AIML scientists Mr Mahdi Kazemi 
and Dr Ehsan Abbasnejad developed 
a fast, lightweight and accurate tool 
to predict bushfire burn areas.

AIML’s Professor Javen Shi and forestry 
expert Professor Mark Brown from USC 
were advisors for the team.

The work was selected as an exemplar case 
study in the Data Quest 2020 showcase 
exploring how bushfire, machine learning 
and Earth-observation researchers can help 
solve the bushfire crisis. 

“Our model provides a unique insight into 
the devastating impact a fire can have, but 
before it even happens,” says Dr Abbasnejad. 

“To develop this tool, we used deep neural 
networks, which are a special type of 
machine learning that can capture complex 
patterns in data.”

“Once a neural network is trained, it’s  
able to work with new scenarios and make 
predictions based on what it has learned from 
its previous observations,” Dr Abbasnejad says.  

For bushfire management, the researchers 
hope their tool can help identify 
communities at risk ahead of the fire season, 
and inform forest management strategies to 
prevent fires from happening. The tool may 
also be used to provide directions for fire 
response teams after a fire has started.

“Our tool can be applied in different ways 
before and during a bushfire,” says PhD 
student Mr Kazemi. 

“It offers a viable alternative to complex 
physics-based modelling currently being 
used during bushfire seasons.” 

The data used to train the tool consisted 
of satellite imagery, plus maximum 
temperature, relative humidity, 
evapotranspiration (evaporation of water 
from plants to the atmosphere) and land 
elevation. 

For Data Quest 2020, submissions were 
received from 36 teams from Australia 
and New Zealand who participated in an 
intensive research sprint, applying modern 
data-science and artificial intelligence 
techniques to mitigate the effect of bushfires. 

“Bushfires come back to Australia every year 
and we wish to do something about it,” says 
AIML’s Professor Javen Shi.    

“Young talents like Mr Mahdi and Dr 
Abbasnejad are at the forefront of using 
cutting-edge technology to make a change 
and renew people’s belief in what’s possible 
with new approaches.”

PREDICTING BUSHFIRE SPREAD
PhD candidate Mahdi Kazemi and Dr Ehsan Abbasnejad with Professor Javen Shi

THEME LEADER  
Professor Javen Shi 

ADVANCED REASONING  
AND LEARNING 
Reasoning and decision-making with super-human 
performance

Machine learning is an applied form of artificial intelligence that can recognise 
patterns in complex datasets – a capability that offers huge potential for many 
industries. Fields as diverse as computer vision, mining, sport, social networks, 
healthcare, bushfire management, smart agriculture, smart manufacturing 
(Industry 4.0) and automated trades can all be transformed by advanced 
machine learning capability. Developments are moving at pace, creating 
increasingly efficient algorithms and systems that can evolve and learn from 
massive amounts of data. Related work focuses on probabilistic graphical 
models, causality, structured learning, optimisation and deep learning. 

Research strengths at AIML

With artificially intelligent systems being used to inform decisions in the 
public and private sectors, it is crucial that the solution provided can be 
understood and justified by humans. Researchers at AIML are designing AIs 
that make decisions using logic and reason, and that are explainable. 

At AIML we focus on advancing machine learning through research into core 
theory in causality, optimisation and deep learning, and developing algorithms 
that advance analysis beyond today’s capability and that solve real world challenges. 
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CASE STUDY 
ENDOMETRIOSIS

AIML is working with the Robinson Research Institute 
at the University of Adelaide to harness artificial 
intelligence to help improve diagnosis and care of 
patients with endometriosis.

Endometriosis – a condition where cells similar to the lining of the 
uterus grow outside of the uterus – affects an estimated 1 in 10 
women world-wide, often causing pain and fertility problems. 

Diagnosis can be particularly tricky, especially when doctors aren’t 
specifically trained in how to identify endometriosis in scans of the 
uterus and surrounding tissues. Often surgery is required as the only 
reliable diagnostic approach. 

Professor Gustavo Carneiro, AIML Director of Medical Machine 
Learning, supervised the design and implementation of a program 
that can read specialist scans and recognise certain imaging markers  
seen in endometriosis, helping doctors provide surgery-free diagnosis. 

Initial tests show the software is capable of diagnostic accuracy 
approaching that of a specialist doctor, and that’s only set to improve  
as the research develops. 

“Machine learning is an iterative process – as you give more and 
more training samples, the accuracy of the system improves,” says 
Professor Carneiro.

The project is ongoing, and will build as more data becomes available. 

Professor Carneiro and his collaborators hope their approach will 
soon mean patients from all over Australia will have access to high-
quality, non-invasive screening for endometriosis. 

“This is a system that works together with doctors to improve their  
ability to diagnose endometriosis,” says Professor Carneiro. 

Endometriosis scanning and interpretation is a specialist skill,  
and not all gynaecologists have the opportunity to receive the 
required training. 

A machine learning algorithm could hasten identification of 
endometriosis when a specialist isn’t available, easing the burden  
on women and fast-tracking delivery of surgical, medical and  
fertility care as appropriate.  

Thanks to Ashleigh Geiger for the source material for this story.

FASTER DIAGNOSIS 
OF ENDOMETRIOSIS 
WITHOUT NEEDING A 
SPECIALIST
Professor Gustavo Carneiro
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CASE STUDY 
NASA 
CHALLENGE

NASA’s Space Robotics Challenge is 
designed to identify and develop 
capability to advance autonomous 
robotic operations for space exploration 
missions on the surface of other worlds, 
such as the Moon and Mars.

AIML researchers Professor Tat-Jun Chin,  
Mr Thomas Rowntree, Mr Andrew Du, Mr Sam 
Bahrami, Mr Kiet To and Professor Ian Reid 
were part of the University of Adelaide team that 
qualified for Stage 2 of the competition in 2020. 
The next phase will continue into 2021.  

“The competition is a great way for us to apply 
our machine learning and artificial intelligence 
capability to solve space problems, in particular 
autonomy for lunar exploration,” says Professor 
Chin, who is Professorial Chair of Sentient 
Satellites at AIML.

“It’s the sort of work that is really exciting, 
and maybe it will inspire new generations of 
researchers to study and become involved in 
machine learning, or the space industry.” 

Out of 114 registered teams, only 22 successfully 
addressed the NASA criteria in their entries, 

allowing them to move on to the final 
competition round.

“It was not a simple problem,” says Professor Chin. 

“We were provided with a simulated moon 
environment, and we had to design algorithms to 
control a robot to move around on that surface.” 

But it wasn’t enough to just move around on the 
moon – the robot should also be able to find and 
identify valuable resources, and then collect and 
return them to a lunar processing plant. 

It’s the sort of activity that NASA and other 
space agencies and entities envisage for a future 
where space mining and remote operations on 
moons and planets is likely. Valuable resources 
might one day include water, fuel ingredients, or 
high value minerals. 

So why get involved? Professor Chin says 
competitions provide important opportunities 
for AIML scientists. 

“They give us a platform to show others what 
we’re capable of – it’s like a skills demonstration 
to share with other academics, collaborators, 
potential investors in technology and even the 
general public who may be interested in our 
work,” he says. 

NAVIGATING A ROBOT ON THE MOON
Professor Tat-Jun Chin Director, Machine Learning for Space 

Curiosity at  
'Glen Etive'

NASA's Curiosity 
rover took this selfie 
on Oct. 11, 2019, the 
2,553rd Martian day, 
or sol, of its mission.
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ART  
INTELLIGENCE
A collaboration between AIML and the Sia Furler 
Institute Pairing world-class AI and machine 
learning scientists with leading artists

TOM HAJDU  
Director of Sia Furler Institute 

“ The duty of the artist is to 
respond to and reflect upon the 
human experience. The edges of that 
experience are now clearly being 
challenged by AI and the machines 
that we are rapidly welcoming into 
our lives. ”

Hackathon 2020
The purpose of the Hackathon is to create a process to 
produce start up ideas that can be incubated in South 
Australia to create new businesses and high value jobs.

Art Intelligence’s annual hackathon is about 
collaboration, innovation and problem solving – art 
driving engineering, engineering driving art – at speed 
to get results. The first Art Intelligence Hackathon took 
place in March 2020, with Laurie Anderson and Art 
Intelligence directors - Anton van den Hengel and Tom 
Hajdu - guiding engineers, artists, scientists, sociologists, 
architects, students, and more along a broad new path of 
renewal and early construction. 

“This project will help shape the future of AI and of art. There 
is a lot of art about AI, but very little that is AI. We’re aiming 
to change that.We want to give the people the freedom to take 
a risk.”

Professor Anton van den Hengel, Director of the Centre 
for Augmented Reasoning

The Art Intelligence Agency creates 
and curates collaborations between 
artists and AIML scientists with the 
aim of developing new art and new 
technologies that will lead to the 
establishment of global companies in 
Adelaide. By bringing together artists, 
scientists and entrepreneurs, the 
Art Intelligence Agency draws upon 
South Australia’s unique combination 
of talents to create high-value economic 
opportunities for South Australia.

Artist-in-Residence
The purpose of the Artist-in-Residence program  
is to bring globally-recognised artists to collaborate  
with AI scientists on art works as well as creative 
entrepreneurship projects.

Award-winning NYC avant-garde artist and 
creative pioneer, Laurie Anderson, was the 
inaugural artist-in-residence at Art Intelligence. 
Following her week-long visit to Adelaide in 
March 2020, Laurie Anderson collaborated with 

AIML scientists on a lyric and prose generator 
fine-tuned on the work of Laurie Anderson and 
Lou Reed and an app for Norse myth and  
Bible mixing. 

In a first for Australia, Ms Anderson will feature 
her work with AIML in her third lecture ‘The 
Rocks’ in the 2021 Norton Lecture Series,  
Harvard University’s preeminent lecture series, 
in the arts and humanities. The Charles Eliot 
Norton Professorship in Poetry recognises 
individuals of extraordinary talent who, in 
addition to their particular expertise, have the gift 
of wide dissemination and wise expression. The 
term ‘poetry’ is interpreted in the broadest sense 
to encompass all poetic expression in language, 
music, or the fine arts. 

“When people say the purpose of art is to make the 
world a better place I always think: better for who? 
Art is not medicine or science. It’s not about creative 
problem solving. If I had to use one word to describe 
art it would be freedom. I’m curious about whether 
this freedom can be translated or facilitated by AI in 
a meaningful way.”

Laurie Anderson

Podcast Series
AI Agents is a podcast series that explores the 
intersections of contemporary art and artificial 
intelligence.  https://omny.fm/shows/ai-agents

Hosted by Tim Whiffen of Whimsy Productions, 
AI Agents represents the work of many respected 
contributors to the art and AI fields, including 
significant work by Carolyn Strauss, director of 
Slow Research Lab, in the early episodes titled 
"AI Murmurings". To date, 20 podcasts have 
been created.

AI Art Gallery
The AI Gallery features some of the projects 
from the Art Intelligence Agency as well as work 
from artists around the world.

ANTON VAN DEN HENGEL  
Director of the Centre for Augmented Reasoning 

“ AI is the technology that is defining our 
times.  It is essential that artists have access to, 
and are involved in this technology if we are to 
reach an outcome that benefits us all. ”
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Off and racing in 2020 
AIML started 2020 in community 
engagement with a bang, with public events 
featuring our researchers booking out fast. 
These included The University of Adelaide’s 
first Research Tuesday event of the year, 
where AIML’s Professor Anton van den 
Hengel, Professor Emma Baker and Dr 
Johan Verjans discussed the potential for 
Machine Learning and AI in health. 

Professor Anton van den Hengel presented 
an at-capacity Future Briefing event for the 
Financial Review, titled: Will AI make or 
break your business? 

AIML’s Ali Anderson participated in a 
debate with other colleagues on Ethics in AI 
at Stone and Chalk, Lot Fourteen. 

Professor Tat-Jun Chin was a presenter at 
a popular Science in The Pub event – The 
Science of Robotics: More than Roboco  
and Roombas. 

AIML was a co-sponsor of the App for 
Good workshop for women on International 
Women’s Day 2020. Around 40 women 
from social purpose organisations attended, 
and received coding and other technical 
training from Microsoft Australia. 

Dabbling in the arts
Collaboration and brainstorming across 
computer science and the arts can produce 
surprising outcomes. 

In 2020, the inaugural Art Intelligence 
Hackathon was held at AIML, part of a new 
initiative with the Sia Furler Institute, the 
University of Adelaide. 

Dr Jamie Sherrah displayed great additional 
creativity in 2020, creating a range of AI 
tools designed to engage the general public 
with new technologies. These included:  

• AI Art Snob app, that uses machine 
learning algorithms to provide descriptions 
of artwork (or indeed any sort of image 
you choose) 

• @froydAI – an AI self-help guru 

• Working with Dr Paul Dalby, released an  
endless cowboy song with AI-generated lyrics 

• Voog, the singing keyboard, that uses AI  
to write its own lyrics. 

A 2020 online competition invited members 
of the general public to submit names for 
AIML’s newest high-performance computer. 
After 200 submissions, the winning title was 
DEEP PURPLE. 

Pivot to virtual 
When many in-person events shifted 
to digital and virtual formats, AIML 
researchers remained busy with outreach. 

AIML collaborated with AiLab on a 
number of networking and collaborative 
opportunities, including Adelaide AI 
meetups online. AIML also participated 
in an Amazon Web Services User Group 
meetup, with Dr Ehsan Abbasnejad sharing 
some background on AIML, and discussing 
recent projects. 

Dr Johan Verjans presented a webinar on 
AI applications in medicine for Adelaide 
BioMed City, and another for The Data Lab 
for SAHMRI. 

Professor Tat-Jun Chin was a plenary 
lecturer for the 2020 BLiSS*Adelaide 
online event, discussing interdisciplinary 
collaborations, partnership formation and 
harnessing academic diversity to generate 
meaningful outcomes.

Professor Javen Shi presented at the SA 
Department for Trade and Investment 
Minerals and Mining series - Data science: 
The Frontier in mineral exploration. 
Professor Shi and colleagues discussed how 
the principles of data science offer new ways 
to accelerate discovery and creation of the 
mines of tomorrow. 

For Adept Adelaide, Professor Anton van 
den Hengel’s short video offered current and 
potential students of AI some career-related 
tips and how to get through working  
from home. 

Dr Zygmunt Szpak presented a free  
webinar: AI at work, how to design ethical 
AI in the workplace. 

Taking AI to parliament and the regions 
Once we were free to move about more 
freely again, AIML was delighted to host 
a discussion between Senator Rex Patrick 
and Adept students from the University of 
Adelaide studying computer science about 
the benefits AI can bring to our economy 
and our country more broadly. 

AIML IN THE 
COMMUNITY

Senator Patrick tweeted after the event: 

It was great to sit down and talk with some 
of SA’s best and brightest students. We shared 
thoughts and ideas, some of which I will take 
back to the Federal Parliament. #AI will be 
part of our future, although exactly how much 
depends on decisions that are being made now.

Professor Anton van den Hengel presented 
a seminar for the Department for Trade and 
Investment, 'Why now and why AI? SA’s 
opportunities in the global economy'.

AIML’s Dr Paul Dalby and Professor Javen 
Shi delivered a series of workshops targeting 
the agricultural sector. These were linked to 
developing a bid for the Smarter Regions CRC. 

Is there a difference between machine 
learning and artificial intelligence? Professor 
Anton van den Hengel spoke to Amanda 
Vanstone on Counterpoint about the 
difference between the two and the industries 
that AIML is working with not only to 
improve our lives but also to protect and 
enhance our working lives.
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Distinguished guests included Senator Simon 
Birmingham, Senator Rex Patrick, Chief Scientist-
Professor Caroline McMillen, Executive Director 
SAHMRI-Professor Steve Wesselingh, Executive 
Director, Defence and Space-Reg Carruthers, The 
Lord Mayor of Adelaide, Sandy Verschoor and the 
State Chief Entrepreneur-Jim Whalley. Other guests 
included members of AIML and the University 
Executive, and the media.

On 17 March 2020, AIML was 
officially launched by Premier 
Steven Marshall. The event 
was a great success and we 
were extremely fortunate to 
celebrate AIML just before the 
Nation went into lockdown due 
to Covid19. 

HIGHLIGHTS
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PROFESSOR CHUNHUA SHEN IN TOP 5 RESEARCHERS FOR 
ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCES
Sep 29 2020 

AIML Academic, Professor Chunhua Shen was listed in the top 
5 researchers for Engineering and Computer Sciences as part of 
The Australian's Lifetime Achievers Leaderboard. This was an 
exceptional achievement and showed the consistent high quality 
of Professor Shen's research.

AIML DIRECTOR PROFESSOR ANTON VAN DEN HENGEL  
AWARDED PRESTIGIOUS FELLOWSHIP
Dec 6 2020  

Congratulations to AIML’s Director Professor Anton van den 
Hengel who was named as a 2020 Fellow of the Academy of 
Technology and Engineering.

PROFESSOR TAT-JUN CHIN AMONG THE FIRST APPOINTMENTS 
CHAIRING $20M SMARTSAT CRC INVESTMENT
Feb 26 2020  

Professor Tat-Jun Chin, AIML's Director, Machine Learning for 
Space, was one the of the first appointments to oversee the $20 
million investment to develop next generation space technologies 
through the SmartSat Collaborative Research Centre.

Professor Chin joined fellow world-leading researchers Professor 
Christopher Fluke and Professor Jill Slay from Swinburne 
University and University of South Australia respectively,  
along with another six professorial chairs.

PROFESSOR CHIN FINALIST IN AUSTRALIAN  
SPACE AWARDS
Feb 11 2020  

Professor Tat-Jun Chin (Director, Machine 
Learning for Space) was announced as a 
finalist for the inaugural Australian Space 
Awards, in the Academic of the Year category.  
The award recognises outstanding achievements 
of those participating in the Australian  
space industry.

THE UNPARALLELED PRESENCE  
OF AIML AT CVPR 2020
Jun 25 2020  

AIML had an unprecedented 23 publications 
accepted in the CVPR conference in June, 
an increase of more than 50% from previous 
years. These numbers are comparable to those 
of institutions orders of magnitude larger, 
and are an incredible result when considering 
the relative age of AIML. With Apple, Google 
and Amazon being among the sponsors, 
the annual conference is touted as the most 
revered event for computer vision research. 
It's said that getting just one paper accepted 
here is a career highlight, a claim backed up 
by the submission and acceptance statistics.

AWARDS  
AND PRIZES
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AIML PhD student Yifan Liu was awarded 
a prestigious 2020 Google Fellowship in 
recognition of her exceptional research in 
computer vision. The scholarship provides 
Liu AU$15,000 as well as access to a 
research mentor at Google.

Across all 2020 Google Fellowships, Liu is one of 
only six recipients in Australia, with an additional 
47 students from top academic institutions winning 
the awards globally. 

“Recipients of the Google PhD Fellowships 
represent the best young researchers in their fields 
across the world,” said Professor Chunhua Shen, 
Lui's PhD supervisor and head of AIML’s Machine 
Learning Theory research theme. 

“Liu is full of passion for her work and has a strong 
capacity to conduct independent research.” 

Liu’s research addresses machine learning for 
understanding images and video in mobile devices. 
It’s the sort of technology that would be useful for 
many applications such as smart robotic vacuums 
and AI driven smartphone photography.

“I am particularly interested in a process called 
semantic segmentation, which involves creating 
very fine-grained labelling of all the items a camera 
has in its field of vision – what a camera can ‘see’”, 
says Liu. 

Semantic segmentation is much more challenging 
than classifying a photo into a simple ‘cat’ versus 
‘dog’, for example. It involves labelling every single 
pixel in an image into a category. 

“Making the task even more difficult, I want to 
develop such software to run on mobile devices like 
phones, which need the software to be extremely 
light and fast,” says Liu. 

“To be usable in the real world, for example in 
smart phones, the system must be very accurate 
as well as very fast. That’s what I’m focusing 
on, bringing together different aspects of the 
technology to make that happen.” 

Lui’s achievement was covered by The Advertiser in 
October 2020.

OUTSTANDING  
PHD STUDENT 
AWARDED GOOGLE 
FELLOWSHIP

In 2019 PhD student Kejie Li enjoyed a 
6-month internship with mentors at 
Facebook Reality Lab in Seattle, USA.

In 2020, Li returned to AIML and built on 
that formative experience: he became co-
author on two new high-impact publications 
describing a new object-based mapping 
system known as FroDO.

“FroDO is a method that takes information 
from a video stream, and allows you to create 
a high fidelity map of the world and objects 
in it,” explains Professor Ian Reid, who is Li’s 
PhD supervisor in the Robotic Vision theme 
at AIML. 

“It’s the sort of approach that will be vital as we  
move towards self-driving cars and other devices 
having some kind of situational awareness.” 

Traditional mapping and localisation 
techniques such as SLAM operate at the level 
of geometry. They create maps comprised of 
“clouds” of points, which are collections of 
measurements that indicate where the surface 
of an object is in space. Point clouds don’t 
necessarily have any context or meaning.

“Building on the findings of previous students 
in AIML, Li's work is exciting because it 
allows a camera to look at the world as more 
than just point clouds,” Reid says. 

“Instead, his approach elevates the map to 
become something that is meaningful – a 
characteristic we describe as semantics.” 

Semantics are vital if we want a vehicle 
or robot to interpret what it sees in its 
environment and to be able to interact with it. 

“If the goal of the robot is to manipulate 
objects on a desk for example, it needs a 
representation of the world that distinguishes 
a mug from a fork, say, and distinguishes these 
objects from the table they sit on,” says Reid. 

“Li's system builds a semantic map that can 
do this – so the robot knows that the mug and 
fork are different objects that can be picked 
up and moved, relative to each other and to 
the table.”

Keiji Li is a joint student with the Australian 
Centre for Robotic Vision. 

FACEBOOK INTERNSHIP  
BEARS FRUIT 

Professor Chunhua Shen with Yifan Liu
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AIML STAFF 
AND STUDENTS
AIML Co-Directors  
Professor Anton van den Hengel  
Deep Learning and Vision & Language Problems
Professor Simon Lucey  
Computer Vision, Deep Geometry, Machine 
Learning and AI

AIML Academics 
Professor Emma Baker 
Housing and Healthy Cities

Professor Gustavo Carneiro 
Director, Medical Machine Learning
Medical image analysis

Professor Tat-Jun Chin 
Director, Machine Learning for Space
3D mapping, augmented reality and 
autonomous robots

Associate Professor Anthony Dick 
Deputy Director
Visual tracking analysis

Professor Mark Jenkinson  
Professor of Neuroimaging
Medical image analysis

Professor Chris Leishman
Economics of housing markets

Dr Lingqiao Liu 
ARC DECRA Fellow
Machine learning and natural language 
processing

Professor Andrew Lowe 
Plant ecological and evolutionary genetics

Professor Ian Reid 
ARC Laureate Professor 
Director, Robotic Vision
Computer vision for robotics and  
autonomous vehicles

Professor Chunhua Shen 
Director, Machine Learning Theory
Object detection, semantic pixel labelling, and 
generic image understanding

Professor Javen Qinfeng Shi 
Director, Advanced Reasoning and Logic
Probabilistic graphical models, optimisation,  
and deep learning

Dr Johan Verjans 
Deputy Director, Medical Machine Learning
Machine learning in Cardiovascular Disease

Dr Qi Wu 
ARC DECRA Fellow 
Director, Vision & Language Methods
Visual Question Answering

AIML Researchers
Dr Ehsan Abbasnejad

Dr John Bastian

Dr Bo Chen

Dr Peng Chen

Professor Wojciech Chojnacki

Dr Philipe Cordeiro 

Dr Fabio Faria 

Dr Rafael Felix Alves

Dr Ravi Garg

Dr Dong Gong

Dr Tong He

Dr Yasir Latif

Dr Stephan Lau

Dr Hui Li

Dr Zhibin Liao

Dr Wei Liu

Dr Yuliang Liu

Dr Gabriel Maicas

Dr Guansong Pang

Dr Alvaro Parra Bustos

Dr Yuankai Qi

Dr Hamid Rezatofighi

Dr Cristian Rodriguez Opazo

Dr Pulak Purkait

Dr Zygmunt Szpak

Dr Damien Teney

Dr Ben Ward

Dr Huangying Zhan

Dr Junjie Zhang

Dr Bohan Zhuang

Dr Zhen Zhang

AIML Engineering Team
Sam Bahrami 

Alex Cichowski 

Dr Samuel Hodge

Karl Hornlund 

Aaron Lane 

Andrew Leppard  

Lachlan Mares

Dr Grant Osborne (Lead Engineer)

Sebastian Parkitny

Stefan Podgorski

Philip Roberts 

Thomas Rowntree

Kiet To

AIML Students
Hossein Askari Lyarjdameh 

Samya Bagchi   

Jiawang Bian   

James Bockman  

Ming Cai   

Zhipeng Cai   

Cuong Cao Nguyen  

Hao Chen   

Xiongren Chen   

Yutong Dai   

Chaorui Deng   

Anh-Dzung Doan  

Andrew Du   

Mahsa Ehsanpour  

Shin Fang Ch'ng  

Hayden Falkner  

Clint Gamlin   

Renato Hermoza Aragones 

Matthew Howe   

Ye Ji   

Chee Kheng Chng  

April Kortman   

Kejie Li   

Daqi Liu   

Fengbei Liu   

Liang Liu   

Yifan Liu   

Yu Liu   

Michael Llewellyn Mogford 

Wanxuan Lu   

Chunlei Lui   

Qiaoyang Luo   

Mohammad Mahdi Moghaddam 

Anthony Manchin  

Weian Mao    

Anthony Charles Meehan 

Michael Miller Changchen Zhu 

Vladimir Nekrasov  

Avraham Nisel Chapman 

Adrian Orenstein  

Amin Parvaneh   

Hamish Christopher Pratt 

Minming Qian   

Yanguan Qiao   

Ragav Sachdeva  

Ergnoor Shehu   

Violetta Shevchenko  

Gerard Snaauw  

Libo Sun   

Wei Sun   

Yu Tian   

Zhi Tian   

Cong Wang   

Hu Wang   

Pei Wang   

Xian Wang   

Xinlong Wang   

Xinyu Wang   

Xu Wang   

Haipeng Xiong   

Hai-Ming Xu   

Jie Yang   

Wei Yin   

Changqian Yu   

Bowen Zhang   

Xinyu Zhang   

Mengyi Zhao   

Yang Zhao   

Dandan Zheng   

Yunzhi Zhuge   

Jinan Zou

AIML Executive Team
Ali Anderson 
Interim Operations Manager (Jan-Mar)

Hilary Brookes 
Executive Officer

Silvia Calado 
Administration Officer

Dr Paul Dalby 
Business Development Manager

Luke Heffernan 
Space Business Development Lead

Emily Holyoak 
Communications and Engagement  
Manager (Jan-April)

Dr Sarah Keenihan 
Science Writer

Rachel Kontic 
Senior Administrative Officer & EA

Dr Kathy Nicholson 
Operations Manager (March-Dec)

Thomas Walker 
Business & Outreach Developer
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